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★ Powerful and attractive action game ★ ★ Funny characters, full of monsters and enemy spells ★ ★ Huge
environment: castles, towns, forests, deserts, mines and many more beautiful locations to fight in! ★ ★ Fight in

traditional RPG style or with other characters ★ ★ Use environment and objects in your fight for the best result ★ ★
Earn powerful characters with various abilities and spells ★ ★ Use achievements, coins and other items to increase
your characters' potential and upgrade them with powerful and attractive loot ★ ★ Addictive gameplay, full of rich

experience and unbelievable heroes ★ ★ Collect different loot: gold, mystic artifacts, super spells, powerful weapons,
armor, clothes, rune stones and many more! ★ ★ Fight in stunning medieval environments ★ ★ In a genre action

game, monsters and enemies are scary and interesting at the same time! ★ ★ Play in several modes: survival, battle,
match 3, endless and more! ★ ★ Fight in a huge map with countless monsters and enemies ★ ★ Fight with all your

beloved characters in the army mode ★ ★ Relax and take a break in the combat mode! ★ Fight in mobile and endless
modes ★ ★ Play with different characters in all modes of the game ★ ★ Fight and earn achievements in all modes!

★ ★ The game has simple controls: tap to cast spells, swipe to move and control your units and touch and drag to
adjust positions and move spells! Features of the game: ★ Huge map with breathtaking medieval castles, villages,

deserts, mines, forests, and other beautiful locations to fight in!★ In a genre action game, monsters and enemies are
scary and interesting at the same time!★ Powerful heroes! Use powerful monsters and heroes to defeat opponents!★

Collection of classic RPG elements: casts, enemies, environment, bosses, special features!★ Hundreds of spells,
combos, tricks, weapons, shields and other items.★ Upgrade your characters with unique heroes to earn awesome
items!★ Online game to fight with your friends! ★ Features of the game:- The game has simple controls: touch to

cast spells, swipe to move and control your units and drag to adjust positions and move spells!- The game is
addictive! At any time you can play free battles and upgrade your heroes. You can play the game with unlimited

boosters!- Upgrade your heroes and monsters with unique heroes to earn amazing weapons
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Evil Defenders is a fun, hectic Defense game: build and upgrade your towers, cast spells to fend off enemy forces...
and don't forget about food! Peculiarities: * Build your own castle and defend it from enemy hordes. â€¢ Develop,
upgrade and defend your towers to repel enemy attacks. â€¢ Challenge your opponents in exciting real-time battles.
Use different tactics and strategies to defeat your opponents and unlock new towers and spells. â€¢ Fight dozens of
insidious bosses to get special rewards. â€¢ Fight in amazing game modes. fffad4f19a
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